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Abstrat. We model moleular louds (MCs) at an early stage of their evolution as su-

personi ompressible turbulene is assumed to be saturated and prevails over gravity at

large sales, while gravity dominates at small sales. We onsider isothermal, homogeneous

and isotropi medium haraterized by a lognormal probability density funtion of density.

The latter orresponds to the density distribution of introdued abstrat statistial objets

labeled ondensations (or, simply, `lumps'). A basi assumption in the model is the exis-

tene of a power-law relationship between density and mass of the lumps with index alled

`struture parameter'. This parameter is obtained by solving the equations of equipartition

between main lump energies. By use of the struture parameter, we model the global MC

struture (the `mass-sale' diagram) and derive the lump mass funtion and `mass-size' di-

agram. The results are ompared with observational maps of Galati MCs from moleular

emission or dust ontinuum. The model preditions show good agreement with observations

mostly at intermediate sales (between 1 and 10 parse).
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The main objetive of this Thesis is to model moleular louds (MCs) at

an early stage of their evolution. Our model is based on the well-known phe-

nomenology of turbulent media and predits: A) the global loud struture in

terms of mass-sale relationship (i.e. how the mass of a loud region, delineated

by a stritly de�ned density ut-o�, depends on its e�etive size); B) the mass

distribution of lumps generated in MCs; and C) the mass-size relationship of

these lumps.

The model assumptions are as follows: i) turbulene dominates over gravity

at large sales, while the latter takes over at small sales; ii) the fully developed

supersoni turbulene produes an inertial range of sales within whih a as-

ade of turbulent kineti energy ours and saling laws of mass, density and

turbulent veloity �utuations are de�ned (i.e. fratal struture); iii) turbulene

is isothermal and loally homogeneous and isotropi; iv) density is distributed

lognormally at eah sale under steady-state onditions whih allows for apply-

ing the ergodi hypothesis; v) the density distribution is represented through

abstrat statistial objets (`lumps') whose statistis is idential to that of the

pixels at the onsidered sale while the olletive behavior is idential to that

of the real objets; vi) a power-law mass-density relationship of the statisti-

al lumps whose index (`struture parameter') is sale-dependent and an be

expressed by the density saling index and hene determines the global loud

struture, the lump mass distribution and the lump mass-size relationship

(see points A, B and C above).

The `struture parameter' is obtained by solving equations of equipartition

between kineti (turbulent), gravitational, internal and magneti energies, in

various virial-like ombinations. The equations are written for the most prob-

able lump at eah sale. Though not derived diretly from the Virial theo-

rem, their use in relation to statistial objets is justi�ed through the general

ensemble-averaged virial equation. The obtained solutions are ompared with
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observations of MCs, onstraining the parametri spae in eah ase and om-

menting on the physial meaning. A good agreement is found between the

harateristis of observed objets and the model preditions.

The study realized in three main stages. The �rst stage was to onstrut

the model and to ompare the solutions for `struture parameter' with mass-

sale diagrams for several Galati MCs (Donkov, Velthev & Klessen, 2011;

hereafter, DVK-2011) by use of the observational study of Lombardi, Alves &

Lada (2010). The omparison with observations enabled us to probe whih of

the initially hosen equipartition equations yield reasonable solutions and to

onstrain the ranges of free parameters. The main onlusion is that kineti

(turbulent) and gravitational energy must be always present in the equipar-

tition equations. The internal (thermal) and magneti energies play rather

supporting role. This is an important physial onlusion regarding the energy

balane in real MC ondensations.

The seond stage, aomplished in the seond paper (Donkov, Velthev &

Klessen, 2012) has been devoted to the onstrution of the mass distribution

of statistial lumps and the resulting lump mass-size diagram. The investiga-

tion was restrited to study of equipartition equations found to yield reasonable

solutions (DVK-2011). The main result is that the model mass funtions repro-

due very well the observational high mass range with typial fratal slope `-1'.

Moreover, the intermediate mass range an be also reprodued using some of

the equations (and de�nite free-parameter sets). This intermediate-mass range

is haraterized by a shallower slope and a harateristi mass whih separates

it from the high-mass one. The mass-size diagrams exhibit approximately the

same slopes like in observations and simulations. Thus the model has been

ompleted and the free parameter spae has been additionally onstrained.

The third stage was devoted to omparison of the model preditions with

observations (Velthev, Donkov & Klessen, 2013). That was aomplished

through onseutive �tting of the mass-sale diagram, deriving the lump mass

distribution and eventually the mass-size diagram for the onsidered Galati

louds. At the �rst two steps, the free parameters of the model are �xed and

then the third diagram is determined ompletely. We used maps of Galati

MCs from moleular emission and dust ontinuum. In the former ase, the

abovementioned three steps were made while in the latter (with one exep-

tion) no data on the global loud struture were available and thus only the

last two steps were made. The predited global loud struture is in a good

agreement with the observations mostly at intermediate sales (between 1 and

10 p), while diversions were found at small (below 1 p) and at large sales

(above 10 p).

The latter result an be explained with di�erent physial onditions in

omparison with our model assumptions. The derived mass funtions exhibit

a good agreement at high and intermediate mass ranges. The largest disagree-

ment between the observational data and the model was found in the mass-size

diagrams. The slopes are satisfatory (within two times standard deviation) but

there are large shifts in sizes and/or masses. That an be explained with the

applied various lump-�nding tehniques whih are not onsistent with eah

other and with our statistial approah. This is one of the problems we aim to

solve in the future.
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Another important task is to investigate the MC struture and the mass

funtion of ores at smaller sales (less than 1 p). These dense objets are

birth sites of stars.
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